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Concern for man himself and his fate must always
form the chief interest of all technical endeavors
... in order that the creations of our mind shall
be a blessing and not a curse to mankind.
Never forget this in the midst of your
diagrams and equations.

- Albert Einstein -

Abstract
This summarises the work conducted at the Belgian nuclear research centre
SCK«CEN as an alternative method to estimate the source term during a nuclear accident. This technique involves the use of in-situ gamma spectrometry
with a high purity germanium detector (HPGe-Detector). The net count rates
from the gamma photopeaks are combined with meteorological and geographical position data to be converted to nuclide specific release rates.
In-situ gamma measurements on two following days have been performed
to track the routine release of 41Ar from the SCK»CEN BRl-reactor. Using
the measurement data and on-site weather mast data in conjuction with the
developed methods, source term estimations were calculated using the plume
and puff model approach with less than one order of magnitude difference to
the release rate. This leads to the conclusion that the developed technique is
able to provide a rapid nuclide specific source term estimation for the early
phase of a nuclear emergency, where the composition and the magnitude of
the release is most needed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Nuclear emergency response

Nuclear accidents vary from just minor accidents with no security significance,
also called incidents, up to very severe accidents, including a core meltdown
and release of core inventory parts (e.g. Three Mile Island or Chernobyl).
The main task in case of a radionuclide release into the environment is to
keep radiation effects on humans and contamination levels low. A fast and
effective procedure for emergency response has to be predefined to support
decision makers issuing actions and countermeasures based on scientifically
verified methods. With this a significant dose reduction can be achieved for
the most endangered people, living around a nuclear installation.
The European Commission sponsors the development of an integrated and
comprehensive system for off-site emergency management to nuclear accidents,
called RODOS (Real time O_nline Decision Support System). A large number of
Eastern and Western European institutes is involved in the development of the
RODOS-system, with Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) functioning as the
co-ordinator. The aim of RODOS is to support decision makers throughout all
phases of a nuclear accident. In the early stage to support the decision making
of plant or site management and local emergency management, later regional
or national governments, depending on the severity of the nuclear accident [1].
The main objective of RODOS is the support of decision makers initiating
countermeasures from initial evacuation, sheltering and issue of iodine tablets
through food bans and long term relocation. To assess the radiological conse-
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quences the conception of RODOS is based on three subsystems:
Meteorological forecasts, data from
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Figure 1.1: RODOS-structure

• Analysing Subsystem (ASY) modules processes incoming data and forecasts the location and quantities of contamination and dose rates, including temporal variation.
• Countermeasure Subsystem (CSY) modules suggests possible countermeasures, checks them for feasibility, and calculates their expected benefit in terms of a number of criteria's.
• Evaluation Subsystem (ESY) modules rank countermeasure strategies
according to their potential benefit and preference weights provided by
decision makers.
The Analysing Subsystem processes all incoming data, from meteorological data to release fractions and pathways of nuclides into the environment.
With the available data the ASY calculates predictions for dose rates, air concentrations and contamination of soil or water. When field monitoring data
becomes available, an adjustment of the prediction has to be done using data
assimilation techniques.
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Data assimilation

The Belgian nuclear research centre SCK«CEN is currently engaged in the
use of data assimilation techniques to estimate the source term using off-site
monitoring data during the early phase of a nuclear accident. This is done
within the framework of the RODOS project.
The scope of data assimilation is the adjustment of input parameters for
models in order to enable them to make predictions in agreement with observed data. In the early phase of a nuclear accident data assimilation is most
critical due to the few sets of available measurements, and there is a strong
need to make rapid radiological assessments and then implement urgent countermeasures to the affected population.
Obviously dispersion models will play an important role in the early phase
of a nuclear accident for a prediction of the dose rates and contamination
levels. For a comparison of the predictions with off-site measurements it is
important to know the limits of these models and to reduce the uncertainty
in the prediction of the used model. There are weather conditions where none
of the later shown models describes the behaviour of the plume (e.g. in very
stable conditions with no wind or a plume rise over an inversion layer).
Two input parameter groups namely the source term and the meteorological data) will strongly influence the prediction quality of the dispersion
models. For a short range dispersion model it can reasonably be assumed that
the meteorological data recorded on-site will be representative for the local
windfield. The source term parameters, such as the nuclide composition, release fractions and heat content of the release also play an important role. In
many accident scenarios with an unmonitored or even unknown release route
these parameters remain significantly uncertain.
Providing field data near real time enables a fast measurement based source
term estimation. A new estimate of the source term can then be used for model
input to update predictions of dose rates and contamination levels. There are
different possible procedures to provide the field data:
• Rings of gamma monitoring stations around nuclear facilities exist in
many European countries or are under construction as an early warning
system. All of them perform simultaneous integrated measurements and
are located within a distance from 100m up to a few kilometres from the
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source. As these stations do not discriminate between different groups
of nuclides, complementary information about the composition of the
release is required. However, gamma dose monitoring helps determining
the plume main advection direction and furnishes data needed in the
very early stage of an accident for estimating the magnitude of the source
term.
• Mobile monitoring teams using state-of-the-art plume sampling techniques can be used to back up information on the cloud composition
of particulates, iodine and noble gases, once the plume has touched
the ground. In certain meteorological conditions however, the sampling
teams may not be able to sample the plume or the samples taken might
not represent the cloud composition. Plume sampling requires a team
entering the plume which is exposed to high dose rates and has to enter
high contamination levels. Care has to be taken about the safety of crew
members collecting samples.
• In-situ 7-spectrometry using a high purity germanium detector offers the
potential to give near real-time information on the nuclide composition
of the cloud. Used together with an atmospheric dispersion model it
provides a fast nuclide specific estimation of the source term without
exposing crew personal to high dose rates. Due to the detecting range it
offers a better view over the nuclide composition of the whole cloud.

1.3

In-situ gamma spectrometry

The main advantage of using gamma spectrometry for a source term estimation
is the nuclide specific information obtained from large cloud parts. A nuclide
specific source term can be estimated with this technique in real time, e.g. in
the range of the time interval needed for an update of the meteorological data.
The detection range of a high purity germanium detector (HPGe) depends on the photons mean free path (n~l).

As the linear attenuation fac-

tor fj. depends on the photon energy and the kind of penetrated medium, the
range of photons in air is different for each detected energy (as example for
133

A'e : fi^keV

= 26,3m;

4i

Ar : i^2\Mk,v = 149,3m). This results in a

different detecting range for each nuclide.
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In-situ gamma spectrometry also offers the advantage that the cloud can
be analysed from a remote place with lower airborne activity concentration
levels and lower dose rates than plume sampling involves. One does not need
to enter the higher concentration parts of the cloud to take a representative
air sample for a composition analysis of the cloud.
The purpose of this thesis was to find the mathematical structure for an
estimation of the source term using the spectrum obtained by a portable HPGe.
The recorded spectrum has to be evaluated to extract net count rates of each
detected energy, which will then be processed together with meteorological and
detector position data. Tests have been conducted at the SCK»CEN to verify
the developed method.

Chapter 2
Fundamentals
2.1

The germanium detector

A high purity germanium detector (HPGe) is made from a single crystal of
semiconducting germanium. In absence of excitation the outer electrons of
a semiconductor material are bound in an energy band called valence band.
The next higher band lies in the conduction band which is separated from the
valence band by an energy range of around leV. An electron can be prompted
from the valence band to the conduction band by imparting an energy to it at
least equal to the energy of the band gap. While in the conduction band the
electron can be freely moved by an external electric field. The resulting 'hole'
can also be moved using mechanism of electron transfer, but in the opposite
direction of the electron. An electric field of around 1000 V cm" 1 is needed to
collect the charges [2].
For the detection of photons a type of diode structure has to be created
by evaporating Lithium onto one side of the crystal and allow it to diffuse
into the crystal for a short distance. In between the N- and the P-layer a
charge free region, called the intrinsic region is created, when a reverse bias
is used. The photons interact with the germanium atoms of this intrinsic
region by the Photo-, Compton- and Pair-Production effect.

A transfer of

all kinetic energy of the photon to an extranuclear electron takes pace, when
the photons interaction is by Photoeffect or a combination of the Compton
or Pair-Production effect and the Photoeffect. The exited electron, now in
the conduction band, excites other electrons from the valence band to the
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conduction band, until its energy is too small to prompt other electrons into
the conduction band. The high bias collects the charges and a voltage change
can be detected. The voltage change is directly proportional to the energy of
the incoming photon and can be displayed in a pulse-height-spectra.
The net counts of one peak displays the full energy or photon interaction
of gamma's with one energy, which have transferred all kinetic energy to the
germanium electrons. Only a part of the incoming photons interact with the
germanium crystal, as the atomic number of germanium is rather small and
therefore the cross-section for photons is smaller than for heavier elements.
The ratio between the photons penetrating the detector and the detected
photons is called absolute efficiency. The absolute efficiency depends on the
energy of incoming photons and the angle of incident, e(E,9). The higher
photon energies are, the lower the absolute efficiency gets, as the linear attenuation by photon interactions significantly decreases with increasing energies.
The efficiency also decreases, when photons are not penetrating the detector
from the front, where a thin beryllium window is, but from the side. The
variation of the efficiency due to different angles of incident is called angular
efficiency.

2.2

Atmospheric dispersion

A release of particles or gases into the atmosphere is dispersed by the turbulence of the flowing air. The dispersion results in a dilution of the emitted
activity concentration of aerosols or gases, as the amount of particles spreads
over a larger volume of air. Everyday life offers the best examples of atmospheric dispersion, as can be observed at chimneys, cooling towers or open fires
for different atmospheric conditions. From the forming of narrow, long visible
plumes at stable conditions to very wide plumes with fast particle spread at
extremely unstable conditions, every plume formation can be observed.
The meteorological condition, such as the vertical temperature gradient
determines the stability class, for which dispersion parameters are valid. The
temperature gradient describes the possible interchange of air between different
levels. Included in the dispersion parameters is also the roughness of the
landscape, which plays an important role for the dilution of the original activity
concentration. Open fields or residential areas result in a different turbulence of
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the air flow. Because of the roughness dependence of the dispersion parameters,
a general determination of the dispersion parameters is not possible for short
range dispersion models. For each site the determination of local dispersion
parameters is necessary.
An instantaneous point release into the atmosphere can be thought of as a
puff release. Due to turbulence and diffusion in the atmosphere this puff will
steadily grow in all directions, diluting the original released air concentration,
as it is moved downwind by the airflow. In the horizontal plane the shape of
the puff stays roughly circular, but in the vertical plane it will form an ellipse.
This is due to different dispersion parameters for the horizontal and vertical
advection.
Most releases into the atmosphere are in fact not puff releases but continuous releases. A continuous plume may be considered as an infinite number
of puffs released sequentially with a vanishing small time interval between the
puffs. Initially each puff moves downwind in the direction and speed of the
wind and disperses. A superposition of these single puffs forms a cloud.

SCALE

100
mileri
RELATIVE CONCENTRATION

Figure 2.1: Instantaneous and averaged airborne activity concentration observation
Turbulence and small wind direction fluctuations result in a meandering
plume around the mean wind direction.

Only during ideal meteorological

conditions without wind direction changes and turbulence, a continuous release
will result in a gaussian plume; but this is far from reality. The time-average
of a meandering plume shows a much wider cloud than its actual size, as can
be seen in figure 2.1 [3].
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The instantaneous distribution does not have the form of a gaussian distribution, but already the average over ten minutes shows a gaussian concentration distribution. The gauss curve of the concentration distribution offers
the possibility to characterise the linear dimensions of the plume in terms of
the standard deviation of the concentration distribution, as used for the characterisation of plume shapes by many scientists [3] [4] [5] and also for the area
of Mol [6], where the SCK«CEN is located.
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Figure 2.2: SCK«CEN cr-parameters for neutral weather condition
The horizontal and vertical distance from the plume centreline, where the
standard deviation is reached, is called sigma-parameter. The distances are
different for the horizontal and vertical distribution, the value ay describes the
horizontal distance from plume axis, az the vertical distance.

2.2.1

The SCK.CEN dispersion parameters

The dispersion parameters ay and az have been determined for the area around
SCK«CEN in the late '60s [4]. It was found in tracer experiments that the
dispersion parameters can be described in relation to the downwind distance
by the equations:
<ry(x)

= py • xqy

(2-1)

=
pz • xq
= p

(2.2)

where x is the downwind distance from the source [m]. The coefficients
Pyi <ly>Pz-, <iz for six different atmospheric stability classes have been determined
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for a down-wind distance interval of 100m < x < 50A;m. A 5% accuracy of
the above empirical formulae could be shown in a comparison with the tracer
experiments. The values for the six different SCK»CEN stability classes are
shown in table 2.1.
Stab, class

Py

Qy

Pz

Qz

Pasquill

Weather condition

equivalent
E1

0.235

0.796

0.311

0.711

F

Moderate stable

E2

0.297

0.796

0.382

0.711

E

Slightly stable

E3

0.418

0.796

0.520

0.711

D

Neutral

E4

0.586

0.796

0.700

0.711

C

Slightly unstable

E5

0.826

0.796

0.950

0.711

B

Moderate unstable

E6

0.946

0.796

1.321

0.711

A

Extremely unstable

Table 2.1: SCK«CEN a - parameters

The SCK«CEN stability classes E 1 - E 6 represent the atmospheric behaviour in an inverted scale of the stability classes used by Pasquill [7], as can
be seen in table 2.1 in the row 'Pasquill equivalent'.

Chapter 3
Atmospheric Dispersion Models
A detector positioned downwind from a source emitting radioactive material
and perpendicular to an assumed plume centreline is exposed to a certain
photon flux. The flux penetrating the detector results from the activity concentration of the cloud within roughly the range of the mean free path of the
photons under investigation. Continuously released radioactive material as
noble gases, iodine and aerosols disperse in a gaussian way. The initial release
rate is nuclide specific, so that a calculated photon flux only corresponds to
the nuclide and the photon energy released by this nuclide. This offers the
possibility to inverse the dispersion calculation for a source term estimation.
The airborne activity concentration is measured in Bq m~ 3 , which decreases
from the initial value as the cloud moves downwind. The activity concentration distribution downwind and perpendicular to the plume centreline is shown
in the three dimensional graph of figure 3.1. Due to the gaussian shape of the
airborne activity distribution, the assumption of a uniform activity concentration in the detection range of the detector should not be made close to the
source. Uniform activity concentrations should only be assumed, when the
cloud dimensions reach a size in the horizontal and vertical range of at least
the size of the mean free path (yu-1) of the highest energy under investigation.
The activity concentration at the detection range is then still 60% of the plume
centreline concentration.

13
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X - DOWNWIND DISTANCE

Figure 3.1: Ground level activity concentrations from an elevated source
In this work three different models were under examination for a source
term estimation and in all three models a continuous release of nuclides has
been assumed. The three models are:
1. The semi-infinite cloud model:
A uniform activity concentration of radionuclides is assumed around the
detector. The uniform activity distribution simplifies the calculation of
the activity concentration from the detector counts. The activity concentration calculation is straight forward and no iterations or numerical
integration have to be computed. For a source term estimation from the
calculated activity concentration, an inverted dispersion model has to be
used to convert the calculated activity concentration into release rates.
However, a use of this model for a detector position close to the source,
where a homogenous nuclide distribution is not given within detection
range, should cause large errors and will probably not be suitable for a
reliable source term estimation.
2. The gaussian plume dispersion model:
The detector counts result from a plume with an assumed gaussian distribution of the activity concentration in the horizontal and vertical range
perpendicular to the plume centreline. A continuous release without
changes of the released activity amount and steady atmospheric conditions are needed for this model. Discontinuous releases and wind direction changes do not result in the formation of the straight gaussian
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cloud, where the model is based on. This model should give results close
to expected values.
3. The gaussian puff dispersion model:
In contrast with the continuous release assumed for the plume model,
the puff model assumes that the activity is released in single puffs with
an infinite small time difference between each puff. These puffs disperse
in the same way as the plume model, but there is also a gaussian concentration distribution in the downwind direction of each puff. The detected
counts result from a superposition of these single puffs to a whole cloud.
This model should be best in case of wind direction changes.

one

sigma

Figure 3.2: Gaussian puffs included in a gaussian plume
The recorded detector net counts of one energy result from the photon flux
penetrating the detector and the detector efficiency for the energy and angle
of photon incident. The photon flux from a radioactive cloud for one energy
emitted by the nuclide of interest is generally determined by:
Airr2

dV

where:
X (a;, y, z) : describes the activity concentration of the nuclide under
investigation at the point x,y,z from the detector [Bq m~3]
p (E) : is the emission probability for the detected energy E of the
nuclide of interest [dimensionless]
fx (E) : the linear attenuation factor of air for the energy E emitted
by the nuclide under investigation [m~l]
r : the distance detector to photon emitting cloud element [m]
V : is the volume of the cloud

(3.1)
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It is important to say, that the formulae in the following sections are based
upon one single energy and the one specific nuclide associated with this photon
energy. One of the obtained net-photo-peaks of the HPGe detector shall be
used as input, so only the flux related to this peak is of interest. For short lived
isotopes the equation (3.1) has to be corrected also for decay. This has not been
taken into account in the following calculation, as verification experiments for
the models were done for 41Ar, which has a half-life of 1.83 hours.

3.1

The semi-infinite cloud model

As mentioned above, a uniform nuclide distribution around the detector should
only be assumed for a cloud with at least the size (cr-value) of the mean free
path of the photon under investigation. As example for 41Ar the size for the
one sigma value should exceed 150 meters. This cloud size has to be reached
for the horizontal and vertical sigma parameters (ay and <rz), when the detector
is positioned in the cloud centre.

3.1.1

The flux formula

The volume integral described in equation (3.1) can be described in polar coordinates. The semi-infinite cloud model assumes a uniform distribution of
nuclides around the detector. Therefore the air concentration is a constant
value and can be excluded from the integration of the volume integral. A
symbolical evaluation of the resulting equation can be done in the way of
d> (E)

— I
Jo

sin 0 r dq> ct0 dr

I f
Jo

Anr2

Jo

dr

4TT
;

' ViZ) f °° -ix(E)r i

/
Jo
<• 11

e

ar

7. 1

(3.2)

ME)

This also means that the total unscattered flux per unit activity concentration becomes

HE)

p(E)
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The linear attenuation factor fi(E) for each photon energy can be calculated
using semi-empirical formulas [8] or tables [9]. The calculation procedure of \JL is
described later in the section 'Requirements - Linear attenuation coefficients'.
If the flux at the detector point is known, the activity concentration at
the detector position (£o,2/o> ^o) for the nuclide emitting the energy E can be
calculated using equation (3.2). Efficiency experiments have been done at the
SCK»CEN to establish a connection between the flux in the detector and the
net counts for a given portable high purity germanium detector. The efficiency
t(E) can be defined as peak detection efficiency per unit flux. The photon flux
in a detector can therefore be expressed as

where N(E) represents the net count rate and t(E) the efficiency per unit
flux. The experimental efficiency determination also took care of the angular
dependence of the efficiency and are described in the section 'Requirements Determining the angular efficiency ...'. Including equation (3.4) in equation
(3.2), the air concentration can be written as:
,
*•*>-

3.1.2

2u(E)N(E)
P{EHE)

,
(3

,
-

5)

Using the gaussian plume dispersion model for an
airborne activity concentration calculation

Using the gaussian plume dispersion model for a continuous release [3], one
can calculate activity concentrations at any downwind point of the plume for a
given release rate. As we know the activity concentration around the detector
from the semi-infinite cloud approach, an inverted calculation from activity
concentration to the release rate is possible.
Some meteorological and plume parameters are needed for the model. The
plume centreline height h has to be known. This might be the release height
of the nuclides, but if there is a temperature difference between the release
and the surrounding air, a plume rise will take place. The plume rise can be
calculated if the heat content is known, otherwise expert judgement is required.
The detector position is defined as the point .Tui2/O)Zo> referring to the
source as co-ordinate zero point and the plume centreline as the x-axis. So x 0
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can be described as the detector downwind position, yo as the perpendicular
distance to the plume centreline and z0 as the height of the detector above the
ground. The height of the detector above the ground (zo) can be neglected in
most cases, as it is less then 3m, even when the detector is mounted on top of
a car.
x-axis

z-axis

Detector
Position

wind
direction

y-axis

Figure 3.3: Definition of the detector downwind positions x0 and yQ
The activity concentration using the gaussian plume dispersion model at a
point Xo,yo,zo downwind is considered as

Q

2TTucry(x)az(x) exp
Z(x)

— exp I —

r

Z(x)

-

+ exp —

2aj(x) J • ^

{h-zf

V 2**(x) J

(3.6)

(3.7)

The parameters cry(x) and crz(x) describe the size of the cloud and have to
be determined for the detector position x, as they are related to the downwind
distance x only. For the calculation of both parameters see section 'SCK«CEN
dispersion parameters'. The wind speed is u [ms~1].
The equation describing the activity concentration shows clearly the assumption of a normal distribution for the activity concentration distribution
in the cloud. The equation for a gaussian distribution of x can be found in
every mathematical book containing a statistic section [10]:

F(x) =

1
7T0"
V/2TT.

exp

- - 2a2

(3.8)
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where
<r describes the standard deviation
fj, represents the mean value of x
It can be seen in equation (3.6) that a normal distribution of the activity
concentration is assumed in cross-wind direction and also in the vertical direction. Z(x) describes the nuclide distribution in the vertical range, including a
full reflection of the nuclides back into the cloud when the ground is touched.
This also means that no ground deposition is taken into account. Noble gases
would not be deposited anyway, but particulate fission products as iodine or
caesium would slowly deposit on the ground.

3.1.3

Source term estimation

Using the semi-infinite cloud approach for a calculation of the air concentration, the released activity Q can then be calculated from the equation (3.6):
Q

=

Replacing the activity concentration \(x,y,z)

with the equation (3.5) we

find a simple formula for estimating the source term from the HPGe detector
readings.

• _ ME)N(E)nuay(x)az(x)

Q

~

Z(x)p(E)e(E)

( y
eXP

\

U^)J

(

}

This formula is a straight forward calculation and can be done easily, even
with a pocket calculator.

3.2

The gaussian plume dispersion model

The gaussian plume dispersion model describes the dispersion of material released from a continuous source under stationary weather conditions. Strictly
speaking the gaussian plume dispersion model only applies, when a long continuous release takes place into stationary atmosphere. Changes of the wind
direction and the wind speed during counting time of the detector cannot be
taken into account by this model. However, in emergency situations meteorological data will become available only at time intervals of say 10 minutes
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in most countries, so that small wind fluctuation will not be detected. Any
model taking small wind direction and speed changes into account would fail
due to the lack of meteorological data.
Thus a discontinuous source can not be included in this model. Rapid
changes in the release rate of nuclides and therefore changes in thefluxpenetrating the detector cannot be detected anyway, since the 7-detector acts as
an integrator on the release rate or flux fluctuations. We are only able to
determine an averaged released activity Q with the germanium detector.
Assuming a gaussian distribution in the vertical and cross-wind plane involves, the general photon flux formula of equation (3.1) needs to be integrated
from —00 to +00 in the cross-wind (y) direction and from 0 to -foo for the
downwind (x) and vertical (z) direction. The general flux volume integral then
becomes:
f + OO f + OO f + OO y(X

f

4>(E)=
Jo

/
Jo

y

Z)

V(PJ)

t

! 2
4nr2

dzdydx

(3.11)

The distance from the detector on ground level to the photon emitting
cloud volume element can be considered as r = J(x — x0)2 + (y — yo)2 + z2,
where Xo, yo are the co-ordinates of the detector position.
The activity concentration at a point x,y,z of the cloud has already been
described in the section 'Using the gaussian plume dispersion model ...' of the
Semi-Infinite Cloud model. The same equation (3.6) is used here including the
same limitations and conditions applied to the use as described in that section.

3.2.1

Simplifying the flux formula

In order to avoid the numerical and very time consuming calculation of the
three dimensional integral of equation (3.11), it is possible to convert the integral to a two dimensional using a factorisation procedure of the integral in a
similar way as used for a dose rate integral [11]. The factorisation procedure
reduces the three dimensional integral of equation (3.11) to a two dimensional
one. A further simplification to an one dimensional integral is possible by
using an approach used also for a dose rate integral [12].
First a transformation is used to eliminate the factor exp(— fir)/r2 for an
easier integration, even though the integral becomes four dimensional. For
further information the reader is referred to reference [13], example 6.284.
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The transformation is described as
.

erfc \~=) exp(-sq2) ds
\Z\/sJ

- ,
Jo

q

(3.12)

The introduced parameter s has t h e same unit as r 2 [m 2 ], as can be seen
in this equation. With this transformation the flux formula for a detector at
position XQ, yo at ground level height (z0 = 0) becomes:
p(E) f+°°
( /i \
<j)(E,x0,y0) = —•— /
erfc 7—7= ]R(s,xo,yo)

47T Jo

ds

(3.13)

\Z\/sJ

where
/•+00

R{s,xo,yo)

r+00

r+00

=

x(x,y,z)
JO

J-00

Jo

X exp(-.s[(:r - x0)2 + (y - y0)2 + z2]) dz dy dx (3.14)
The now four dimensional integral is a time consuming numerical task even
for a fast computer. For a real time source term estimation, long calculation
times cannot be afforded for this calculation. The factorisation of this integral
reduces t h e now four dimensional integral to a two dimensional one. Using t h e
transformation

the whole flux integral can be rewritten in the two dimensional form of
\

AIT?

(p(E,xo,yo)

QoP(E)

= —
4TTU

f+°°

/

( n \ /•+«>

erfc — F /

JO

\2V

5

/

/

2x

exp ( - s ( x - x0) 1

^°

Simplifying the equation for an easier understanding we obtain:

On v(E)
y) = *°P } \
47TU
Jo

o,yo)

erfcl-^)
\Z<\/sJ Jo

where t h e new introduced function F(s,x)
F(*,x)

= s(x - x 0 ) 2 +

1+

'^(x)

exp ( - F ( s , x)) dx ds (3.17)
is defined as:
+ \ HI + 2s<T2y(x))

(318)
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The main income to the time integral is supposed to be around the minimum of the function F(s,x), as it is easy to see for an exponential function
with a negative exponent. The minimum of F(s, x) is located at the point xm,
the value of x where the first derivative of F(s, x) equals zero and the second
derivative of F(s,x) is larger than zero.
dF(s,x)
dx

= 0

(3.19)

x=xm

As every differentiate function can be expressed in the form of a Taylor
series, an expansion of the function F(s,z) into a Taylor series around the
point xm can be done in the form of
F(s, x) « F0(s) + F22(s) {x - xmf

(3.20)

The higher values of the Taylor series can be neglected, as also the first
derivative of F(s,x), which is zero. The values Fo(s) and F22(s) of the Taylor
series in equation (3.20) are defined as:
F0(s) = F{s,xm)

(3.21)
(3.22)

The value of xm should be calculated numerically from equation (3.19), as
the first derivative of F(s,x) could not be solved symbolically to determine
the minimising z-value.
First derivative of F(s,x)
The first derivative of F(s,x) is easily obtained by symbolic derivation from
equation (3.18), when the parameters ay and az are calculated for the SCK»CEN
area in the form of
<*v{x) = Pv • x ? v

(3-23)

az(x) = pz • xq*

(3.24)

The values py, qy,pz,qz were described earlier for the SCK«CEN area in the
section 'The SCK«CEN dispersion parameters'. The derivation of F(s,x) for
x then becomes:

(3-25)
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The expressions of Y(ay) and Y(az) are defined as:
Y(ay)

= l + 2sp2yx^

(3.26)

Y{<rz) = l + 2sPy2^

(3.27)

A fast numeric calculation of the point xm can be done with equation
(3.25), using the Newton formula for root-finding [14] or any other iteration
procedure.
Second derivative of F(s,x)
The second derivative can also be derived symbolically. Deriving the first
derivative for x we obtain the second derivative in the form of:
d2F{s,x)
dx2

SS +

x* Y3(ay)

+

x2 Y(ay)

4
x2 Y2(ay)
a x

+-JL?-

-

x2 Y2{az)

x2 Y2{az)
}

±?—L

(3.28)

The functions Y(ay) and Y(az) represent the same expressions as used for
the first derivative in equation (3.26) and (3.27).
One dimensional flux integral
Taking all above simplifications and transformations into account we can substitute equation (3.20) for equation (3.18) and get an easier description of the
flux:

x II

exp (-i^ 2 ! 5 ) (x - xm)2) dx ds

(3.29)

Using the substitution t = x — xm we can simplify the integration over x:
r + oo

/

.

f+oo

2

exp (-F (s)

2

(x - xm) J dx=

,

.

2

exp (-F (s)

2

(t) J dt

(3.30)
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This transformation can then be used to eliminate the integration over x
in the next step, taking example 3.321.2 and 3.321.3 from the reference [13]
into account. The examples explained there show the following relation:

^ exp (-F22(.) (tfjdt = 0 . 5 ^ y [erf(F2{s) xm) + 1]

(3.31)

With this simplification we find the one dimensional integral solution for
integration over s in the form of:

x[er/(F 2 (s) xm) + 1] ds

(3.32)

Performing the integration over s, the error function (the Gauss-ErrorIntegral) and the complementary error function need to be calculated. For the
calculation of the complementary error function the following approximation
can be used:
erfc(z) = (ait + a2t2 + a3t3 + a4t4 + a 5 i 5 ) exp(-z 2 ) + c(x)

(3.33)

where t = j ^ with p = 0.3275911, and
a, = 0.254829592

a2 = -0.284496736

a3 = 1.421413741

a4 = -1.453152027 a5 = 1.061405429
\e(x)\ < 1.5E - 7
This form of approximation can replace the complementary gaussian error
integral with an easy exponential operation.
The error function can be calculated from the complementary error function
using the relation erf(x)

— 1 — erfc(x).

This offers a rewriting of the one

dimensional photon flux equation (3.32) in the form of:
+

~

(
x[2 - erfc(F2(s)

xm)} ds

(3.34)

This mathematical transformation procedure has been done for a dose rate
integral with an error smaller than 5% in comparison to the numerical calculation of the three dimensional integral of equation (3.11), see reference [12].
The dose rate integral used in [12] only differs from our flux integral, as the
build up factor has to be included in the dose rate integral.
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Source term estimation

The photon flux equation (3.34) implies the amount of released activity Qo,
which can be extracted for a source term estimation. As the flux can also
be expressed, using the detector counts and an average angular efficiency per
unit flux, an extraction of the release activity Qo is possible. The average
detector efficiency should cover the angles, in which a detector sees the cloud,
respectively speaking, where it sees the one sigma concentration area. A detailed description of the angular efficiency is done in section 'Requirements Determining the angular efficiency ...'.

— 0 2 ): photon rate with the energy E penetrating the
detector from the angle between ©i and 0 2 [s~x\
N(E): net photo peak count rate of energy E [s"1]
t(E, 0] — 0 2 ): average angular efficiency per unit flux for angle of
incident between 0 i and 0 2
Replacing the flux <f>(E) with the equation (3.34) and taking the emission
probability for the energy into account, the released activity Qo becomes:
^° ~ e(E, 0! - Q2)p(E)Y(E, x0, y0)
where Y(E,xo,yo)

[6

b)

is the integral part of equation (3.34), which is defined

as:

erfc

x[2-erfc(F2(s)xm)]ds

(3.37)

The calculation of equation (3.36) is an easy numerical task and can be
done using standard numerical integration recipes, like [15].

3.3

The gaussian puff dispersion model

The gaussian puff dispersion model relates to the same gaussian air concentration distribution as the plume model, but the puff model includes one more
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dispersion dimension. A puffs disperses in three dimensions, including the
downwind direction x. This means that theoretically the activity concentration distribution can reach — x values, so spread to the luff of the source. Because of the theoretical pathway to — x -values, the integration in ^-direction
must be done from —oo to +00. The general photon flux volume integral of
equation (3.1) will be the following:

rr rr rr ''''''''f'"' * * *>
J-00

J-00

Jo

(3.38)

4TTH

The value r, as in the plume model, describes the distance between the
detector and the photon emitting cloud element. The definition for the integration variables x,y,z are the same as used in both other models: x describes
downwind positions, y off axis with the plume centreline as axis and z the
height over ground.

3.3.1

Calculation of the airborne activity concentration

The activity concentration determination of the puff model involves the same
variables as used for the plume model. The puff centre position can be determined by the time t [s] passed after its release and the wind speed u \ms~x\,
with which the puff moved downwind. Using the source a co-ordinate zero
point and the wind direction as x-axis, the activity concentration of a puff
released at time t at downwind point x,y,z is considered as:
Q
X(^yzt)

=

(x-ut)2\
exp - o , , .
(

(
exp —

y2

\

Using the gaussian puff model, it can be assumed that the nuclide dispersion
in x- and y -direction of one puff is the same. Therefore we introduce one
parameter for the x and y dispersion parameters: crx>y{x) = crx{x) — ay{x).
The parameters crXiy(x) and crz(x) have to be determined separately for each
downwind position x.
The puffs downwind position x only depends on the time t passed after
its release and the wind speed u, with which the puff has travelled. This also
means that the x-dependent cr-parameters only depend on the time i, as the
downwind distance x can be calculated from u-t, when a constant wind speed
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is assumed. So the ^-dependent parameters ax<y and az will be displayed from
now on as (Jx,y{t) and crz{t).

3.3.2

Simplifying the flux formula

Nearly the same simplification used for the plume model can be used here
as well. However, due to the difference in the original integral limits and
the different activity concentration calculation, also including the fact that
until now we have only mentioned one single puff, the procedure is somewhat
different. First, the transformation to eliminate the factor exp(—fir)/r2 is used
(ref. [13], example 6.284):

erfc

exp(s?2)ds

C fe) Cfe

(340)

With this transformation the flux from a single gaussian puff with its centre
at the position u • t and a ground level detector (z0 = 0) at position x0, j/o
becomes:

R{s,xo,yo,t)

=

/

//

J —oo
oo J—oo
J—oo

/
./0

x exp(-s[(z - x 0 ) 2 + (y - yo)2 + z2}) dz dy dx (3.42)
Another transformation can be used to simplify the now four dimensional
integral. The transformation is of the form:

\/2n J-

2*)

So the whole flux integral for one puff can be written in the one dimensional
form of
s(ut-xo)2+syl

(3.44)

The flux at ground level coming from a cloud with a stationary puff release
is formed by the superposition of flux values from all elementary puffs, with
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an infinite small difference between the released puffs. The elementary puffs
have been released in time interval length T [s]. So the flux can be represented
in a two dimensional form, using just the variables s and t:

fTex?(-F(s,t))

dt ds

(3.45)

JO

For a better understanding the variable F(s,t) is introduced, which is defined as:

S/J 2

1
] ( 1

+

2

i

m

(3

'46)

The main income to the i-dependent integral is supposed to be around
the minimum of the function F(s,t).

The minimum of F(s,t) is located near

the tm, the value where the first derivative of F(s,t) is zero and the second
derivative of F(s,t) is larger than zero.
dF(s,t)
dt

0

(3.47)

>=<„

An expansion of the function F(s,t) into a Taylor series around the point
tm can be written as
F(s, t) « F0(s) + F22(s) (t - tmf

(3.48)

The higher values of the Taylor series can be neglected, as also the first
derivative of F(s,t) due to equation (3.47). The values of the above equation
(3.48) can be expressed as:
F0(s)

= F(s,tm)
2

(3.49)
(3.50)

dt2
t—tr,

As the value xm for the plume model, the values tm should be calculated
numerically from equation (3.47) using a fast and accurate numerical iteration
procedure.
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First derivative of F(s,t)
The first derivative of F(s,t) can be obtained by symbolic derivation from
equation (3.46), when the sigma parameters are calculated as followed:
°v(x)

= Pv • (u • *)" y

az(x) = pz • (u • t)"'
The parameters py,qy,pz

(3.52)

and qz are explained the section 'The SCK»CEN

dispersion parameters'. The derivative of F(s,t) than becomes:

where ^((7^) and y(o"z) are defined as:
Y(<TV)

=

l + 2sp;(«i) (2 '» )

(3.54)

y(^)

=

l + 2sp2(ui)(2?.)

(3.55)

With equation (3.53) a fast numeric calculation for finding the point tm
can be done, using the Newton-Raphson formula for root-finding [14].

Second derivative of F(s, t)
The second derivative can also be obtained by symbolic derivation of the first
derivative for t. The second derivative can then be written in the form of:
d2F(s,t)
dt2

_
~

2su2
I6s2u(ut Y{<ry) ~
t Y2{ay)

t2

4s2((ut t2 Y2(ay)
8sp2yq2y(utY2^ - 4splqy(
t2 Y(ay)
t2 Y2{az)

+

t2 Y3(az)
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where the values of Y(<7y) and Y(az) represent the same expressions as used
for the first derivative in equations (3.54) and (3.55). As the second derivative
has to be calculated only for the known im-value, the evaluation of this formula
is an easy task.
The one dimensional integral

Taking all above transformations and simplifications into account, we can substitute equation (3.48) for equation (3.46):

x ff exp (-Fl(s) {t - tm)2) dt ds

(3.57)

Taking into account a transformation to simplify the integral even further,
we obtain for the t -dependent integral part the expression (see reference [13],
example 3.321.2):
/
Jo

exp(-F22(s) (t-tm)2)dt

=

'

0.5-^r [erf(F2(s) tm) + erf(F2(s) (T - tn))]

(3.58)

Finally, using the above transformation, we find the one dimensional integral solution for integration over s in the form of:

x[erf(F2{s) tm) + erf(F2{s) (T - tn))] ds

(3.59)

In the integration over s it is necessary to calculate the error function
and the complementary error function (Gauss-Error-Integral). The relation
between the error function and the complementary error function displayed in
the gaussian plume model, as well as the approximation for the complementary
error function, equation (3.33). The equation (3.59) can be simplified using
the complementary error function for the error function:

x[2 - erfc(F2(s) tm) - erfc(F2(s) (T - tm))] ds

(3.60)
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Source term calculation

The source term from this calculation is extracted from the flux formula in the
same way as done for the plume model. We obtain a source term expression
with the released activity Qo being described as:
{

y)

'

Y(E,Xo,yo) is the integral part of equation (3.60) and is defined as:

x[2-erfc(F2{s) tm)-erfc(F2(s)

(T - tm))]

The numerical calculation of this one dimensional integral expression for
the flux is an easy task for standard numerical integration procedures [15]. A
rapid source term estimation can be done this way.

Chapter 4
Requirements
4.1

High purity germanium detector and multichannel-analyser

A portable high purity germanium detector (HPGe) has to be available with an
attached multi-channel-analyser (MCA) and a mobile power supply. The detector should have a high relative efficiency, in order to detect routine releases
as done in our case as good as possible. Higher relative efficiency of a detector increases the peak to Compton ratio, which increases the detectability of
peaks. For our experiments only a 10.6% Canberra-HPGe (GC 3019#83502)
was available with a multi-attitude cryostat. The following specifications of the
detector and the germanium crystal were stated by Canberra and confirmed
at the SCK.CEN:
Type

F W H M (1.88 MeV)

Peak/Compton

N-Type

1.79 KeV

40.5

Diameter

Length

45.3 mm

35 mm

Window

Volume

0.5 mm Be

55cm3

Weight

Window Dist.

P-layer

300 gm

5 mm

0.3 fxm

Table 4.1: Detector data
A Silena "Snip 204 G" mobile and battery powered multi-channel-analyser
was used with a built in high voltage bias supply for the HPGe. The spectrum
can be displayed on a liquid crystal display (LCD) and evaluated for net counts
one-site if necessary. All other necessary data, as high voltage bias, shaping
time, etc. can be displayed on the LCD-screen as well. The recorded data is
32
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stored on floppy disk in binary code, which can be converted to ASCII code
later on a PC for a further spectrum analysis.

Figure 4.1: Silena Snip MCA

4.1.1

Determining the angular efficiency of the HPGe

To determine a general angular efficiency for any angle of photon incident,
tests have to be performed for a few known angles of photon incidence. This
will then result in a general formula that can used for the efficency calculation
at any angle of incidence.
At the SCK«CEN it was done for the HPGe-detector used in our experiments in a series of experiments in 1983 [6]. The detector was placed on a
one meter high tripod with the detector window facing the ground. Calibrated
point sources of Co-56, Co-60, Ba-133 and Eu-152 were placed on the ground
at different distances from the symmetry axis of the germanium crystal. The
distances were 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 meters from the vertical axis. The
distance of the detector to the ground level, where the sources were placed,
was later determined as 1.037 meter [16].
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Efficiency calculation at certain angles

The peak efficiency e(E) is defined as the ratio between the measured peak
count rate and the 7-emission rate of the source at a specific energy E. An
efficiency curve was obtained from the measured data points at certain angles
and was fit to the following function by using a least squares fitting procedure:
e{E, r,0) =

- E0) • [1 - ex P ( 7 • E)]s

(4.1)

1E-03 T

1 m height; 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 10 meter off axis

1E-08
0

500

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Energy (keV)
Figure 4.2: Absolute detector efficiency at lm height for different off axis
distances
The energy E hereby has to be expressed in MeV. The overall uncertainty
on this efficiency is roughly 4% [6]. The fitted coefficients for A, B, a, /?, 7,
and 8 for certain source to detector axis distances and therefore certain angles
of photon incident are shown in table 4.2.
It is worth to mention that all the above values only apply to the used
detector. The parameters cannot be generalised for all 10% HPGe's, it is
unique to the detector, which recorded the efficiency curves. From the above
parameters a calculation of efficiency values for certain angles of each energy
can be done. The detector response function at the same source to detector
distance of h — 1.037m was then calculated from
(4.2)
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0m

0.5 m

1m

2m

4m

6m

10 m

0°

26,6°

45°

63,4°

76°

80,5°

84,3°

1.305-8
5.095-7
-4.1614
-0.94293
-8.0704

8.855-9

7.625-9

2.445-7

7.805-8

-4.702

-4.1835

-1.1041

-0.89061

-5.1153

-4.5703

6.3062

6.5739

5.648

6.265-7

2.5175-7

8.125-6

5.095-6

-3.9696

-4.4271

-0.98054

-1.0588

7

7.755 - 7
1.035-5
-4.1337
-1.0419
-4.96

-5.3352

-5.4123

1.905-8
1.905-6
-4.4198
-0.98169
-9.9675

6

4.9665

4.851

5.5814

7.274

A
B
a

P

Table 4.2: Fitted parameters for angular efficiency calculation at certain off
axis distances/angles
In equation 4.2 r is the distance from the source to the detector, which can be
calculated from the off axis distance and the detector height over the ground.
Equation (4.2) was also corrected for gamma absorption in air. The attenuation factor for air at energy E was obtained by using a mathematical approximation explained in the section 'Requirements - Linear attenuation coefficients'.

4.1.3

Angular detector response function

For obtaining a general response function of the detector R(E) for any angle of
photon incidence, the above equation (4.2), which is only valid for the tested
angles of incident of one energy has to be transformed to a formula computable
for any angle of gamma incident. The equation (4.2) gives seven values for the
seven different angles (distances) of tested efficiency. We can approximate the
function described by these seven values by a polynomial expression. The
polynomial expression has the form of:
R(E, 9) = ai + a2 • 0 + a3 • 0 2 + a4 •

a5 •

(4.3)

This formula shall be valid for every 8 between 0 and n/2 at the energy
E. A fitting procedure has to be used to get the best fit for the parameters
a\ — 05 for the seven values obtained by equation (4.1). The method we used
to obtain the factors a,\ — a^ is the least squares method, combined with a
Gauss-Seidel iteration procedure.
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Least squares method
The least squares method can be used to minimise the difference between given
values and assumed ones, if the assumed can be adjusted. For our purpose
we compare the seven given values from the experiment with the theoretical
formula (4.3) and adjust the values a\ to a^. This can be done by defining an
equation, which is the sum of the least squares.

-ai-a2-0-a3-02-a4-03-a5-04)2

(4.4)

where y, is the experimentally obtained value calculated in equation (4.2) for
the angle 0. For the calculation of the values ax — <z5, the function / has to
be minimised partially for each an. The first partial derivatives of / for each
an can be obtained from the formula displayed below. From each of the five
obtained equations it is easy to extract one an-value to obtain an equation set
of five equations with five unknown factors (eti — a 5 ).

df
df

L

Oan

=

2J20rl(y

a

= 0

«

«

n=1...5

9i - a3 • Q] - a4 • 0? - a5 • B\)

(4.5)

=1

Five equations with five unknown values is an easy task. The parameters
a\ — a5 can be calculated numerically using an iteration procedure, as example
the Gauss-Seidel iteration method.
Gauss-Seidel iteration method
The Gauss-Seidel iteration method is a fast and accurate way for computing
iterations, as the result of the iteration of one variable can be used in the
iteration of the next variable, and so on. The Gauss-Seidel iteration method
applies to an equation array of the following kind:
. . . + alnxn

+an2x2 + . .. + annxn

= bx

— bn

(4.6)
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To determine the coefficients x\ — xn of this linear equation system the
general Gauss-Seidel iteration formula [17] for any iteration step /j becomes:

S*XM

(4J)

Applying this formula to our equation system obtained from the partial
derivatives of / , we get the following equations. For the first iteration step of
equation (4.8) the coefficients a\ — a$ are set to zero. In all equations as also
in the equation (4.7), // is the iterations index.

(4.10)

The first equation provides the value a}, which is then already used for the
calculation of the a^-value. Equation (4.10) then makes use of the obtained
values a\ and a\, and so on... The second iteration is then started with the
values obtained from the first iteration (and so on). For our purpose a stop
after 100 iterations is sufficient, as the error of R reaches values in an error
range smaller than 4%.
These iteration steps of course have to be done for each required energy!
A FORTRAN subroutine was written for this iteration, taking also into the
account the different linear attenuation coefficients of air for different energies.
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4.1 A Angular efficiency per unit flux
The calculated efficiency refers to a source in a distance of h — 1.037m from
the detector. The efficiency calculated is therefore the efficiency per emitted
photon from the source. A conversion to an efficiency value per unit flux has to
be done. First a calculation per penetrating photon can be done by taking the
solid angle into account, the detector sees from the whole sphere. The sphere
has the mentioned radius of R = 1.037m and the detector crystal radius is
r = 0.02265m.
e(E) 4 7T R2
tphoton =
:;
l
IT r

(4-13)

To calculate the efficiency per unit flux, the surface of the detector crystal
has to be calculated from the detector data. For an exact calculation of the
efficiency per unit flux, the detector surface for each angle of incomming photon
should be calculated and then integrated over the amount of photons coming
from each angle. Only a rough estimation is used in our models, as simply
the whole detector surface is used. The bottom side of detector is assumed
to have an active surface of half the size of its real size. Using the detector
height h = 0.035m and its radius r the equation for the efficiency per unit flux
becomes:
^4>

7rr (1.5 r + 2 h)

(4.14)

The unit of the efficiency per unit flux is measured in [counts m2 s]

4.2

Linear attenuation coefficients

Linear attenuation coefficients are used in the gaussian dispersion models as
well as for the detector efficiency determination. The linear attenuation coefficients for air and for different energies are listed in many tables, as example the
ICRU Report Nr. 53 Appendix A [9]. But a use of these tables in our programs
is not very appropriate, as they do not include all relevant energies. A calculation procedure was demanded to include all three attenuation effects: the
attenuation caused by Photoeffect, Compton scattering and Pair-Production.
The calculation of /i has to take the composition of the air (nitrogen, oxygen,
carbon) into account, as well as the density of the air at the moment of the
gamma ray spectrometry.
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A formula considering the Photoeffect, Compton scattering and Pair-Production has been developed [8]. The error of these formula in an energy range
of 0.05 - 40 MeV is less then 3%. First a calculation of each attenuation part
is done.
Photoelectric effect
The formula accounting for the attenuation coefficient by photoelectric effect
is:
/ 7 •*

ff

n

ff

*\

HA

E*

_

cm2g

1

(4.15)

The energy of the photons has to be used in this formula in units of MeV.
The coefficients for air, hydrogen and oxygen are in units of cm2 g~*. For the
calculation of the linear attenuation only the coefficients for air were used. The
values for hydrogen and oxygen were added, if a calculation of attenuation in
rain has to be done:
Material
air

hydrogen
oxygen

a\
1A3E-

6

1.69£ - 6

4. 22E - 10 4. 72E - 1 0
1. 5 6 £ - 6

1.76£ - 6

9 .78E - 8
1.19E- 6
3.037£ - 10 3. 10E- 12
9 .88E- 8
1.28E- 6

Table 4.3: Coefficients a\ — a^ for linear attenuation by photon effect
In the energy range of 0.05 MeV < E 7 < 10 MeV, the formula gives an
accuracy of ±3% for the linear attenuation coefficient regarding to the Photoelectric effect.
Compton scattering
The attenuation coefficient introduced by Compton scattering is characterised
by the equation:
(J-c =

S-.

5~?3

cm2g

x

(4.16)
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The variables c and d remain unchanged for various elements and composition compounds:
cj = 2.6663 c2 = 5.4933 c3 = 0.311722
dx = 5.9973 d2 = 2.9267 d3 = 8.20385 - 2
The factor s has to be chosen by the material the 7-rays are passing through.
The unit for s is in cm2 g~x:
Material
air
hydrogen
oxygen

s

7.52245 - 2
1.49325 - 1
7.53395 - 2

Table 4.4: Coefficient s for linear attenuation by Compton scattering
This formula applies to an energy range of 0.01 MeV < E7 < 100 MeV
with an accuracy of better then 1.5%.
Pair-Production
Above 1.5 MeV the Pair-Production absorption coefficient can be conveniently
expressed in the form:
P3

= Pi log 5 7 + p2 + T T

P4

(£,-0.7)3

crn2g '

(4.17)

The coefficients p for different materials is shown in the table 4.2 in units
of cm2

g~l.

Material
air
hydrogen"
oxygen

Pi

P2

P3

P4

1.056E-2 -6.227E-3 6.9445 - 3 - 8 . 3 2 1 5 - 5
5.303£ - 3 - 3 . 7 8 1 5 - 3 4.7615-3 - 1 . 9 7 8 5 - 4
1.0705-2 -5.9065 - 3 6.2315-3 - 1 . 0 6 0 5 - 5

a

E^ > 1.8 MeV

Table 4.5: Coefficients p\ — p4 for linear attenuation by Pair-Production
The formula representing the attenuation by Pair-Production applies in an
energy range of 1.5 MeV < E7 < 80 MeV, with the exception of hydrogen.
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For hydrogen the energy has to be higher than 1.8 MeV, before this formula
applies to hydrogen as well.
In the energy range between 1.022 MeV and 1.5 MeV the attenuation from
pair production is just 1-2% of total attenuation coefficient. If high accuracy is required a formula has to be found to fit the rapid increase of the
cross section in the energy interval between the threshold of 1.022 MeV and
1.5 MeV. Taking this into account is not necessary for our experiments, as
the error made by estimation the cloud geometry is much larger then the lost
1 or 2% by the Pair-Production.
Summation of the attenuation coefficients
The linear attenuation coefficient for one energy and one material is then
calculated as a sum of the three effects causing the attenuation.
H = fJ-ph + fJ-c + fJ-pp

(4-18)

This attenuation coefficient is expressed as fx/p in units of cm2 g~1. To obtain
the linear attenuation coefficient in air, it has to be multiplied with the density
of the air. The density of the air can be obtained by meteorological services
or can be calculated using the air pressure.
Limitations
This calculation is a fast and accurate way to obtain the attenuation coefficients. But the calculation is only valid for dry air, the humidity of the air was
not considered.
In case of rain, a calculation procedure has to be developed to take the
attenuation by rain into account. The attenuation in the raindrops is of course
the same as in water. It will be a big problem to determine the amount of
water in the air, as there is a big difference in the amount of rainfall between
a light drizzle or a heavy thunderstorm.
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GPS positioning data

All the used models include the two distances x0, describing the downwind
distance, and yo, the off axis position. Both distances are based upon the main
advection direction of the plume as x-axis and the source as the base of the
co-ordinate system, as shown in figure 3.3. The use of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) seemed appropriate for our purpose, even though the accuracy
of the positioning system is within a range of around 100m only.
It was assumed that a recording of the position every minute and averaging
the recordings might give results in the range of 10m. The use of differential
GPS (DGPS) would offer an accuracy in the range of less then a metre, but the
system is rather expensive and was not available at the SCK»CEN. For the use
of DGPS, a second fixed GPS-station has to be available with an exact known
position. The difference between the GPS-data shown by the fixed GPS and
its known exact position can be used to adjust the data of the moving GPS.
The accuracy of the GPS system can be improved this way to less than a meter
from the exact position.
A transformation of the geographic position to the distances xo,j/o can
be done by transforming the geographic co-ordinates obtained with the GPS
to Lambert co-ordinates. A co-ordinate transformation of the Lambert coordinates to the source as the new co-ordinate base and the main advection
direction as new x-axis provides the needed distances x 0 and yQ.
Lambert co-ordinates are given in distances referring to one base point. A
cone projection of the earth between two parallel circles is used as a description
of the earth's shape. In Belgium the cone projection is done between 49°50'
and 51°10'North [18]. The Belgian Lambert projection refers to a point in the
south east of the country, but the reference meridian, to which even the base
point refers was taken at the Royal Belgian Observatory in Brussels with the
position: Ao = 4°21'24.983" East.
For using the Lambert projection, certain parameters have to be known:
• The parameters of the earth's ellipsoid, i.e. the equatorial radius
a = 6378388m and the flattening of the earth / = 1/297
• The parameters of the Belgian Lambert projection n and A', which are
calculated from the parameters of the ellipsoid and the two parallels of
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latitude, in which the Lambert projection is valid: n = 0.7716421928
and K = 11565915.812935
• The rotation parameter for the Lambert transformation is: a — 29, 2985"
Other needed parameters for the transformation can be calculated easily
using the latitude <j> of the transformation point. The second minor radius of
the ellipse b, the squared eccentricity e2 and the parameters tan (z/2) and R
can be calculated using the following equations:
b = a (1-/)
«' =

^

2

t a\ 4n

(4.19)
(4.20,

f)f^y
2 / \ 1 -esm<f>)

R = Kftan^Y

(

V

(4.22)

Theta is the angle between the reference meridian Ao and the measured
longitude A multiplied with the factor n:
0 = n (A - Ao)

(4.23)

The Lambert co-ordinates can then be calculated using two constant parameters for Belgium. The unit of the Lambert co-ordinates from the following
equations is meter [m]:
X

= 150 000.01256 + / ? s i n ( G - a)

(4.24)

Y

= 5 400 088.4378 + / ? c o s ( 0 - a)

(4.25)

A FORTRAN subroutine was written for the co-ordinate transformation
from geographic co-ordinates to x0, y0 parameters.
The van used for the experiments was the GPS equipped emergency intervention vehicle of the SCK»CEN. It turned out in the evaluation of the
recorded and averaged GPS data that the recorded position was in the range
of 100m from the position marked on a small scale map (1:25 000). The uncertainty in the position determination of 100m could not be used for our models,
as the models are fragile to the position-data uncertainties of 100m, when the
distance detector-source is less than lkm. The detector position was therefore
determined from the map, which was within an accuracy of around 20m.
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Remarks
The use of a DGPS system is strongly advised for further experiments to
minimise the uncertainty implied by a wrong detector position. If this is not
possible, as very small scale map (1:10 000) should be used. It has to be kept in
mind, that the positioning of the detector is as important as the determination
of the plume centreline, as both parameters affect the off axis distance XQ.

Chapter 5
Experimental Model Validation
5.1

Experimental set-up

The three developed models, i.e. semi-infinite cloud model, plume- and puff
dispersion model have been tested under non-emergency conditions. The Belgian reactor number one (BR1), located at the SCK»CEN, was used for tracking the routine release of 4 Mr. One high energy gamma line is emitted by
4

M r at 1294 KeV, which is suitable for plume detection, because of its mean

free path of 150m. The BR1 is an air-cooled graphite moderated reactor with
a nominal power of up to 5 MW. The cooling air is released through a 60m
high stack, after it has passed various filters. Aerosols and iodine are filtered
from the cooling air, but the activated natural argon 40 is released through
the stack. Argon 40 is a natural part of air in an concentration of 0,7%.
A calculation of the4 M r source term was done using plant status parameters of the BR1. The calculation is based on a normal activation calculation
of nuclides, taking into account the neutron flux, the cross-section of 40Ar for
thermal neutrons, the exposure time of the air to the neutron flux and the air
mass passing through the reactor. The reactor power at the experiment days
was at 750 kW, resulting in a released activity of 16 MBq s"1. The experiments
were started when the reactor was running on 750 kW for about an hour and
were finished half an hour before reactor shut down. Lower release rates at
reactor start-up or shutdown were avoided this way.
The mobile Canberra HPGe-detector was mounted on a lm high tripod,
the beryllium window facing upwards. The Silena-MCA was connected by a
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equipped with a recording device, where a clear rise could be seen, when the
plume was entered on a perpendicular way. The dose rate meter was mounted
underneath the front of the car.
Keeping track of the plume was also done by transferring weather mast
information on wind speed and direction every hour by mobile phone to the
intervention vehicle.

Driving from
bridge |o golf
course.with a
constant speed

y,<

i

.1

J.PC

100*.

IJOJU

Figure 5.2: GDR recording while driving through the plume
The recording of figure 5.2 was made during the second measurement day,
while driving along the road close to the measurement positions 1 and 7 (see
figure 5.4). The entrance gate of the SCK«CEN farm was passed around the
centre of the GDR peak. The position of the GDR peak corresponded with the
measured wind direction of 80°, so the entrance gate of the farm was assumed
to represent the plume centreline position.
The rise after passing through the plume results from re-entering the plume
after the van was turned around. The mounting of the detector underneath
the front of the car also explains the sharp rise when re-entering the plume
and the slight drop of the dose rate when leaving the plume, as the car was
shading the detector when leaving the plume. Measurement number 7 of the
second measurement set was then recorded at the entrance of the SCK«CEN
farm straight after this GDR recording.
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Experimental data

The measurements were done on two following days with similar weather conditions. The evaluation of the meteorological data recorded by the weather
mast and the GPS-data was done each evening for a determination of the
plume centreline and the detector position needed for the programs.
Row Nr.

Value

Description of the parameters

1

51.000000

Source latitude [°]

2

13.000000

Source latitude [']

3

3.840000

Source latitude ["]

4

5.000000

Source longitude [°]

5

5.000000

Source longitude [']

6

7.620000

Source longitude ["]

7

51.000000

Detector latitude [°]

8

13.000000

Detector latitude [']

9

5.199600

Detector latitude ["]

10

5.000000

Detector longitude [°]

11

5.000000

Detector longitude [']

12

24.536400

Detector longitude ["]

13

200.000000

14

5.000000

15

100.000000

Plume centreline height [m]

16

400.000000

Inversion layer height [m]

17

3.000000

SCK»CEN stability class [ ]

18

1.293600

Energy of photo-peak [MeV]

19

1.214000

Density of the air [kg m~3]

20

1.000000

Detector height above ground [m]

21

800.000000

Net area counts of photo-peak [ ]

22

600.000000

Counting time of detector [s]

Wind direction [°]
Wind speed [m s"1]

Table 5.1: File layout of Input.dat
The creation of an input file containing the experimental data was necessary
for computing the release rates for the three used models. The input files have
to be named 'INPUTJ.DAT
and ''INPUT-PU.DAT

for the program using the semi infinite approach

for the programs using the plume and puff dispersion
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model. The layout as well as the units for the input parameters are shown in
table 5.1.
The input file only requires the values, not the row number nor the description of the parameters as shown in table 5.1. This is shown only for
transparency of the input file. The position of the source (BRl-stack) was
kept fixed on the values listed in the Input.dat above.
For the numerical integration of the source term estimation using the plume
and the puff model, the reference [15], integration procedure QAG and QAGE
were used. This numerical procedure is based on a 61 point Gauss-Konrad
integration rule, where no step width of the integration, but a maximum error
had to be given. An adjustment of the error bar did not vary the results
and the returned error code was zero, so the integration proceeded without
anomalies.
The time a Pentium Overdrive PC needs for calculation is different for
each model. As the semi-infinite cloud model is a straight forward calculation,
the calculation time is just around 3s. The plume dispersion model calculation
requires more iteration procedures and is around 30s, the puff dispersion model
takes around 45s to compute the release rate.

5.2.1

Data set I

The first set of measurements was recorded on Monday, April 7, 1997. A
strong inversion layer delayed the start till 11.00, as the models do not include
a inversion layer below 200m. Afterwards steady meteorological conditions
with sunshine during the whole day were recorded by the weather mast of
SCK»CEN. The meteorological data can be seen in the table 5.2, showing the
results from the first day. The measurements of the first day were all done
within a range of lkm around the stack of the BR1. The position of the
measurements is shown at figure 5.3.
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Results obtained from Silena MCA
Measur ment number

1
Recording time

Counting time [s]
L. Channel |ke VI
R Channel (keVJ
Peak location [keV]
Integral [counts]
Area [counts]
FWHM(keV[
Countrate [c/s]
Stat Error [%1

2
12:10

3
12:30

4

7

8

15:10
1000
1289,94
1299,94
1294,9
3149
3128
2,35
3,1281
2,97

15:30

600

600

600

1290,94
1297,94
1294,2

1290,94
1297,94
1294,4

1290,94
1297,94
1294,5

14:00
1000
1290,9
1297,9
1294,5

62
53

39
31

180
174

129
118

1,84
0,08867
25,7

1,27
0,05167
35,86

2,49
0,28933
12,93

2,25
0,1178
16,45

11:50

600
1289
1301
1295

711
701
2,45
1,167
6,34

Meteorological and position data
Windspeed [m/s]
Winddirection [°]
Detector Latitude
Detector Longitude
Plume Height [m]
Stab.-class

Downwind [m]
Axis-offset (mj
CTy[m]
<rz[m]

5.5/4.83
69/69.7
51°13'8.21" 5P13'6.5"
5°4'31.65" 5°4'20.67"
4.9/4.4
76/71.3

5/5.1
69/67.7

5.5/5.3
76/75

4.5/4.4
67/68.3

5/4.6
75/75.3

51°13'11.06" 51°13'3.65" 51°12'57.66" 51°12'58.52"
5°4'50.85"
5°4'46.28"
5°4'6.04"
5°4'37.13"

100
E4

100
E4

100

E4

100
E4

100
E4

100
E4

647,59

825,18
-395,24
122,88
82,94

350,07
-313,21
62,22
45,16

1121,96
-412,02
156,92
103,19

373,79
52,22
65,42
47,23

614,12
11,62
97,12
67,23

3,40E+07
3,48EK)7
5,29E+<)7
3,59E+7

l,23E+07
1,28E+O7
l,20E+07
l,30E+7

-293,68
101,32

69,81
Data with two values in onefield:firstvalue represents average over 1 Onin, second over 30min

Source Term Estimation [Bq s"1]
STerm
STerm
STerm
STerm

est.
est.
est.
est.

Plume
Puff
Semi
Simple

1,16E+O7
1,11E+O7
5,39E-+O7

1,84E-H)7
l,70E+07
l,00EK)8
l,65E+7

8,78EK)7 2,61E+07
8,66E+O7 2,49E+07
1,55E+12 4,58E-K)7
2,34E+7
8,18E+7

l,07E+7
STerm est. means Source-Term estimation, STerm est. Simple is a sourceterm estimation vising an averaged
air concentration value for a straight integration of the three dimensional flux integral of the plume model

Table 5.2: Recorded data and calculation results first day, 04/07/1997
The 4 Mr-peaks at measurement position 5 and 6 were not existent or so
small that the recording was abandoned during the measurement. Measuring
position number 5 was around 2.4km downwind from the stack and 500m off
axis from the plume centreline. Measurement number 6 was around 3.3km
downwind and only 150m off axis, but even this position close to the plume
centreline did not result in any 4 Mr-peak. Even though the dispersion parame-
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Results obtained from Silena MCA

Recording time
Counting time [s]
L. Channel [keV]
R Channel | k e \ ]
Peak location [keV]
Integral [counts]
Area [counts]
FWHMfkeVl
Countrate [c/s]
Stat. Error [%|

Measurme ntnumbei
1
2
3
4
10:30
11:00
11:40
12:00
1000
1000
1000
1000
1290,94 1289,94 1288,94 1289,94
1298,94 1298,94 1298,94 1298,94
1294,69 1294,66 1294,49 1294,83
753
1687
2503
837
740
1670
2484
823
2,3
2,34
2,43
2,11
0,7404
1,67
2,4843
0,823
6,16
4,08
3,34
5,85

5
13:40
1000
1288,95
1300,94
1294,%
1547
1483
2,51
1,4833
4,49

6
14:10
700
1289,94
1298,94
1295,02
578
561
2,14
0,8014
7,17

7
15:15
1000
1290,94
1299,94
1295,26
1900
1876
2,27
1,876
3,86

Meteorological and position data
3.4/3.4 3.7/3.86 4.8/4.7 4.4/4.6 5.4/5.3 6.2/6.1
Windspeed [m/s]
7/6.8
84/85
85/85
89/85 83/81.7 85/83 82/82.3
Winddirection [°]
82/84
Detector Latitude 51°12'57.57 51°12'58.38 51°13'1.62" 5ri3'3.24" 51°13'5.27' 5ri3'6.49" 5ri2'59.13"
Detector Longitude 5°4'50.95" 5°4'38.02" 5°4'38.02" 5°4'36.72" 5°4'50.85" 5°4'36.72" 5°4'49.66"
100
100
100
Plume Height [m]
100
100
100
100
E4
Stab.-class
E4
E4
E4
E5/E4.7
E4
E4
Downwind [m]
345,97 587,96 578,13 599,87 516,15 591,61
364,26
97,9
150,42
113,18
23,72
13,3 -103,13 -127,78
Axis-offset [m]
84,58
94,28
orvfm]
86,71
92,56
95,33
64,09
93,82
59,41
65,47
46,37
60,67
65,17
64,4
66,12
CT7 [ml
Data with two values in one field: first value represents average over 1 Omin, second over 3Qmin

Source Term Estimation [Bq s"1]
STerm est. Plume
STerm est. Puff
STerm est. Semi
STerm est. Simple

l,14E+7
1.42E+7
2,18E+7
l,38E+7

2,18E+7
2,24E+7
2,40E+7
2,20E+7

2,51E+7
2,62E+7
2,32E+7
2,65E+7

7,58E+6
7,92E46
6,84E+6
7,98E-H5

2,68E+7
2,76E+7
3,29E+7
2,73E+7

2,00E+7
2,05E+7
2,32E+7
1.98E+7

4,87E+7
4,90E+7
l,18E+8
4,96E+7

STerm est. means Source-Term estimation, STerm est. Simple is a sourceterm estimation using an averaged
air concentration value for a straight integration of the three dimensional flux integral of the plume model

Table 5.3: Recorded data and calculation results second day, 04/08/1997
The full spectrum recorded at measurement position number 5 can be seen
in figure 5.5. A clear 41Ar-peak at 1293 KeV can be seen as well as the natural
40

K-peak at 1460 KeV. At the energy 661 KeV a small but still clear peak

of

137

Cs was recorded, which might result from the nuclear bomb tests in the

sixties and from the Chernobyl accident in 1986. The small peaks at lower
energies were not identified.
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Figure 5.5: Spectrum of the second day, measurement Nr.5

5.3

Conclusions

The results obtained from these experiments are very promising. Especially
the use of the plume and the puff model gave unexpected good results. The
use of the semi-infinite approach was, as expected, not as close to the BR1
release rate as the plume or puff model. The semi-infinite approach in most
cases overestimates the released source term, except when measured very close
to the plume axis. The source term estimation using the plume or puff model
were at all but one measuring positions in the range of a factor two around the
BR1 release value. A factor of two around the known source term is sufficient
for a source term estimation in the early phase of a nuclear accident.
A clear relation between the accuracy of the source term estimation and
the position off axis can be seen, when the source term estimation is plotted
in terms of off axis degrees. The off axis angle can be calculated from the
downwind distance and the off axis distance using the arc tangent. It can be
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seen that the semi-infinite approach loses accuracy, the further the detector
is moved away from the cloud centreline. From 10° the difference between
the plume/puff and the semi-infinite model increases significantly. The puff
and the plume model offset from the BRl value does not vary much until the
detector is moved more then 25° from the cloud centreline. But it has to be
mentioned that the increase above 25° is only due to one measuring point. To
verify the increase, more measuring points need to be recorded above 25° off
axis.
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Figure 5.6: Source term estimation for degree off axis from plume centreline,
both measurement sets

5.3.1

Sensitivity analysis

The influence of small wind direction changes and other meteorological parameters seem to have an effect on the estimated source term of less then an
order of magnitude, as there are no outliers in figure 5.6. To get an idea of
the influence of small changes in the input parameters, a simple sensitivity
analysis was done. Certain parameters of measurement #1 from the second
data set were changed in a small range and the influence of the output was
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recorded in the following table.
Changed Parameter
Unchanged values
Wind direction 82°+5°
Wind direction 82°-5°
Wind speed 3.4m/s+lm/s
Wind speed 3.4m/s-lm/s
Plume Height lOOm+lOm
Plume Height lOOm-lOm
Stab. Class 5+1
Stab. Class 5-1

Plume (Error)
1.39E7

Puff (Error)
1.42E7

Semi (Error)

2.09E7 (+48%)

2.04E7 (+45%)
1.03E7 (-26%)
1.84E7 (+31%)
1.01E7 (-28%)
1.57E7 (+12%)
1.29E7 (-8%)

4.97E7 (+127%)
1.18E7 (-46%)
2.82E7 (+29%)
1.55E7 (-29%)
2.91E7 (+33%)
1.69E7 (-22%)

1.35E7 (-3%)
1.85E7 (+32%)

1.26E7 (-42%)
1.58E7 (+624%)

9.76E6 (-31%)
1.81E7 (+28%)
9.86E6 (-30%)
1.56E7 (+11%)
1.25E7 (-11%)
1.24E7 (-12%)
1.89E7 (+34%)

2.18E7

Table 5.4: Parameter sensitivity analysis for small changes of input parameters
for plume, puff and semi-infinite model
The table shows in the first row the unchanged source term estimation
values. Changes were done for the wind direction, wind speed, plume height
and the stability class. The values displayed in table 5.4 are in the unit of
Bqs~x. The percentage value behind each source term estimation refers to the
offset from the original estimation without changes.
The table shows that even small changes have an average effect to the
source term estimation of 30% for the plume and puff model. Especially the
wind direction is a fragile parameter, as the plume centreline estimation is
based only on this parameter. The error made in the source term estimation
using a wrong wind direction of just 5° is around 40%. The wind speed and the
stability class can also imply an error of around 30%, when only small changes
are made. The semi-infinite model is much more sensible to small changes
than the plume or puff model. Errors made there by a wrong measurement of
one input parameter can reach values of more then 100%.
In addition it can be concluded that the source term estimation using insitu gamma spectrometry with a HPGe-Detector is very suitable for the early
phase of nuclear accident. The errors implied in the use of the plume and
the puff model for a source term estimation are in the range of 100%. The
use of the semi-infinite approach is not appropriate due to the much larger
errors implied in the use of this model and the higher fragility to misplaced
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parameters. The capability of providing an on-line nuclide specific source term
estimation can make in-situ gamma spectrometry a powerful tool in nuclear
emergency preparedness and other off-site radiation protection systems.

Chapter 6
Limits and Outlooks
The semi-infinite model used here is very simple and implies the largest errors
of all models. But it still provides quite acceptable results, when the HPGe
detector is placed close to the plume centreline within the one sigma range.
Even when the semi-infinite approach could not be sufficiently assumed, because the off axis distance was around the one sigma value, the results were
within a factor of five around the release value. Further research to reduce
the uncertainties implied in this model seems not appropriate, as the model
implies the assumption of a semi-infinite cloud around the detector, which in
most cases should not be assumed due to small sigma values when measured
close to the source.
The plume and puff model calculations are within a factor of two around
the release value of 41Ar. Overall this is a good result, as the determination of
the plume centreline was only based on the wind direction measured in 114m.
The determination of the plume centreline is very important parameter, as can
be seen in the sensitivity analysis. A backup system should be used to verify
the plume centreline position in any emergency system. The backup system
could be thought of as ring of on-line dose rate monitoring stations around a
nuclear facility, which already exists in some European countries.
Another important parameter is the plume height, where an error of 10m
in the height estimation implies an error of around 10%. The plume height can
be calculated, when the heat content is known. If expert judgement is required
for the plume height estimation, this parameter becomes rather uncertain. A
procedure should be found to reduce this uncertainty.
A further evolution of the plume and the puff dispersion model is advised,
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as the models are still quite simple. Both models do not include a fallout of
nuclides, which in case of a nuclear accident is very important and very likely
to happen. It could be neglected in our case, as only the noble gas argon
was under investigation. Fall out of nuclides contaminates the ground, so the
recorded counts do not only represent cloudshine, but also groundshine. In
this case as shielded detector has to be used. The detector itself might also get
contaminated by fallout, when it is positioned close to or underneath the cloud.
A shielding against groundshine and a procedure to protect the detector from
contamination or keep the contamination effects on the spectra low should be
included in further developments.
A reflection of the radioactive cloud at an inversion layer should be also
included in a further evolution of these models. A low inversion layer significantly increases the activity concentrations and therefore increases the flux
penetrating the detector. Effects due to that should not be neglected.
For a statistical analysis of the models more experiments should be done
at different atmospheric conditions. The measurements in this report were
done at stability class E4 and moderate wind speeds, but the models should
be tested at other stability classes and wind speeds.
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